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In 1966, I landed at Western Reserve Academy, an awkward, geeky kid, lacking polish but eager to learn. A gift 
arrived soon after when art teacher Bill Moos put a 35-mm Pentax camera in my hands.

During my years at Reserve, I waivered from math and science to more creative pursuits, with the latter finally 
winning out when I accepted admission at Occidental College, a small liberal arts college in Los Angeles. !ere my 
interest in photography took further hold – with some results on display in the Class of 1974 yearbook.

From 1976 to 1989, I worked as a photographer at the Los Angeles Herald Examiner. When I joined the paper, it was 
arguably the worst newspaper in the United States, victim of a disastrous, 10-year strike. I, however, was overjoyed to 
have landed my first job as a daily press photographer after juggling stints tending bar and driving a tow truck but 
always with a camera at my side. My first years at the “Herex” were spent mainly chasing news photos, careening 
around Los Angeles freeways in a battered Chevy with a police and fire scanner radio blasting static.

By the mid-80s the paper had been transformed under the guidance of editors Jim Bellows and Mary Ann Dolan. A 
magical group of journalists arrived with editorial values more akin to those of a glossy magazine. I worked hard to 
learn the feature photography skills that would earn space in the paper’s trendy Style section. Trickier still was 
producing quality results during the short “location shoots” where the photographer played third banana to the 
reporter and [often celebrity] interviewee. In 1984, a portfolio of my photos for a feature called “My Style” was 
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize.

!is catalog contains photographs from both phases of my 13-year press photographer career. Ink jet prints made 
from high-resolution digital scans of the original negatives were displayed at Western Reserve Academy’s Knight Fine 
Arts Center in Hudson, Ohio in June 2009 in the Moos Gallery, named after the Reserve teacher who had such a 
lasting impact on my life.
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Little girl in burned apartment, Los Angeles 1977 
Victims, Lynwood 1977 !left"
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Deputy sheri!’s funeral 1979
Drought, Tijuana 1977







Jet approaches LAX in fog 1978
World record hang glider drop, Rosamond 1979
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Flipped plane, Van Nuys 1977
Mudflow, La Tuna Canyon 1981





The Rt. Rev. Desmond Tutu, Archbishop of Cape Town,UCLA 1980s
Dee Dee Bridgewater, singer and actress, Los Angeles 1979







Norman Mailer, writer, Beverly Hills 1980s !above left"
Richard Avedon, photographer, West Hollywood 1980 !above right"

Samuel Arko#, producer, Hollywood  late 1970s !left"
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Beverly Johnson, model, Beverly Hills 1980s
Model Lisa Lyon and friend, Gold’s Gym, Venice 1983 !left"
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George Burns, actor, Zoetrope Studios 1985
Tommy Lasorda, Jr., West Hollywood 1985 !left"
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Lace, 1983 
Farrah Fawcett, actor, West Los Angeles 1984  !right" 

Little  black dress, early 1980s !next page"
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